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296 Hibah ruqba is “a conditional gift determined by the hibah giver whereby the hibah property will be
owned by the hibah recipient in case the hibah giver dies. But if the hibah recipient dies before the
hibah giver, the hibah shall be returned to the hibah giver”. Please refer to Al-Syawkani, Nail al-Awtar,
Dar al-Fikr, Beirut, 1994, vol. 6, pp. 112–113. Ibn Qudamah, al-Mughni, Dar al-Fikr, Beirut, 1994, vol. 5,
p. 335. Wahbah al-Zuhaili, al-Fiqh al-Islami Wa Adillatuhu, Dar al-Fikr, Damascus, 1989, vol. 5, p. 10.
Wizarah al-Awqaf wa al-Syu’un al-Islamiah, al-Mawsu`ah al-Fiqhiyyah, Kuwait, 1992, vol. 23, pp. 5–6.

297 Hibah ‘umra is “A temporary gift referring to the life of either the giver or the recipient of the hibah. If
the recipient of the hibah dies, the hibah property shall be returned to the hibah giver. Conversely, if the
hibah giver dies, hibah property shall be returned to the next-of-kin of the hibah giver”. Please refer to
Wizarah al-Awqaf wa al-Syu’un al-Islamiah, al-Mawsu`ah al-Fiqhiyyah, vol. 30, p. 311.

HIBAH RUQBA

RESOLUTION

The SAC at its 44th meeting on 15 January 2003, passed a resolution to
accept the use of hibah ruqba296 principle as the Shariah basis in implementing
the hibah declaration forms for transactions involving joint unit trust fund
accounts, especially for Muslim account holders.

INTRODUCTION

Studies on hibah `umra297 and ruqba were conducted with the intention of
finding a solution to the possible emergence of dispute when one of the
account holders of the joint account dies. According to the normal practice
of unit trust funds, when one of the account holders dies, the other living
person is entitled to the whole amount in the said fund. This practice is
based on the “survivorship” method.

Guided by the existing trust deed, it is the condition that if either one of the
joint unit trust holders dies, the other surviving joint unit trust holders have
the right to all the units of the said account.
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The joint holder of the unit trusts means that anyone who holds unit trusts
or part thereof based on the provision under the trust deed, jointly with
another person will also be known as a joint holder.

Under normal circumstances, joint holding in a unit trust is established for
the interest of family members, such as children or individuals who have not
attained the mature age of 18 years. If an individual has not attained the
permitted age, he is given the choice either to maintain the joint account or
use his own individual account.

While holding unit trusts on a joint basis, unit holders can choose whether
one of them or both are allowed to sign when making withdrawals or selling
the units. This situation is allowed provided all of them have attained the
age of 18 and above. This means that in a joint account there is an element
of hibah or gift whereby both parties benefit from the said property while
still alive. It differs from an account which has a nominee.

ARGUMENTS THAT SUPPORT THE PERMISSIBILITY OF
HIBAH RUQBA

Opinions of Past Islamic Jurists

Al-Zaila`i said that Islamic jurists have unanimously agreed not to allow hibah
which imposes a condition that ownership will only be implemented at a
certain period of time in the future.298

The majority of Islamic jurists are of the opinion that hibah which is temporary
in nature such as hibah ruqba and hibah `umra are permissible but that the
conditions be nullified.299 They argued that should the conditions be applied
it will mean that it is in conflict with muqtadha al-`aqd and also the
requirement of the Shariah rules. They were also guided by the sayings of
the Prophet s.a.w.:300

298 Al-Zaila`i, Tabyin al-Haqai’q Syarh Kanz al-Daqa’iq, Dar al-Kitab al-Islami, Cairo, vol. 5, p. 104.
299 Al-Kasani, Badai’i` al-Sana’i`, vol. 6, p. 116. Al-Zaila`i, Tabyin al-Haqai’q, vol. 5, p. 104. Ibn ‘Abidin, Hasyiah

Rad al-Muhtar, Dar al-Fikr, Beirut, 1992, vol. 5, p. 707. Ibn Qudamah, al-Mughni, Dar al-Fikr, Beirut,
1994, vol. 6, pp. 339–340.

300 Al-Kasani, Bada’i` al-Sana’i`, vol. 6, p. 116.
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Meaning: “Look after your property and do not hibah it by way of
`umra because whoever hibah something by way of `umra, then it
becomes the possession of the person to whom it has been hibah.”

Some Islamic jurists from the Hanbali, Imam Malik, Imam al-Zuhri, Abu Thur
Mazhab and others, as well as the early views (qadim) of Imam Syafi`i
are of the opinion that hibah `umra is permissible and its condition valid
provided it is not mentioned by the giver of the hibah that the asset which is
put on hibah will be owned by the hibah receiver’s next of kin after the
death of the hibah receiver.301 This means that hibah item will be returned to
the giver of hibah after the death of the hibah receiver. There are other
opinions whose approach is that hibah being temporary in nature, in reality
it is not hibah but `ariyah (lending).302

Imam Abu Hanifah and Imam Malik allowed hibah `umra but disallowed
hibah ruqba.303 Their views are guided by the sayings of the Prophet s.a.w.
who allowed hibah ̀ umra and annulled hibah ruqba. However these sayings
were criticised by Imam Ahmad because its validity is not known.304 In their
opinion hibah ruqba is hibah ta`liq on something which is uncertain from
the aspect of the period of implementation.305

Based on the above discussion, it can be summarised that among the
important issues which have brought about the differing of opinions among
Islamic jurists on hibah `umra and hibah ruqba are the focus on the element
of hibah which is temporary in nature and hibah that is ta`liq with a person’s
life span. Both issues have drawn different reactions among the Islamic jurists.

The mazhab that says hibah ruqba and hibah `umra are not permissible are
being guided by the sayings of the Prophet s.a.w.:306

Meaning: “Do not give (hibah) either by way of `umra or ruqba.”

301 Ibn Qudamah, al-Mughni, vol. 6, pp. 338–339.
302 Al-Ramli, Nihayah al-Muhtaj ila Syarh al-Minhaj, Dar al-Fikr, Beirut,1984, vol. 5, p. 410. Al-Nawawi,

al-Majmu’ Syarh al-Muhazzab, Dar al-Fikr, Beirut, vol. 15,  p. 395. Al-Zarqa’, al-Madkhal al-Fiqhi, vol. 1,
p. 273.

303 Al-Hattab, Mawahib al-Jalil, Dar al-Fikr, Beirut,1992, vol. 6, p. 61. Al-Nawawi, al-Majmu’ Syarh al-
Muhazzab, vol. 15, pp. 395–396. Al-Zuhaili, al-Fiqh al-Islami, vol. 5, pp. 9–10.

304 Al-Nawawi, al-Majmu` Syarh al-Muhazzab, vol. 15, p. 396.
305 Abd al-Rahman al-Jaziri, Kitab al-Fiqh ‘Ala al-Mazahib al Arba`ah al-Maktabah al-Taufiqiyyah, Cairo,

vol. 3, p. 258.
306 Ibn Qudamah, al-Mughni, vol. 6, p. 335.
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The mazhab that allows hibah ruqba and hibah `umra made the following
sayings of the Prophet s.a.w.307 as their argument:

Meaning: “(hibah) `umra and ruqba are allowed for them.”

Al-Ruju` Fi Al-Hibah (Annulment of Hibah)

Studies regarding al-ruju` fi al-hibah was made because the features of al-
ruju` fi al-hibah are similiar to the hibah ruqba concept from the aspect of
the rights of a hibah giver to get back the goods which have been hibah.
Despite the method of getting back the goods by the hibah giver in the
context of al-ruju` fi al-hibah is different from the hibah ruqba method, the
effect is the same, that is goods which have been hibah can be returned to
the hibah giver.

Islamic jurists of the Hanafi Mazhab are of the opinion that annulment of
hibah is permissible but makruh (forbidden but not haram) even if delivery
has taken place. This is because the right to return hibah property is the
prerogative of the giver.308

Their argument was based on the saying of Saidina Umar al-Khattab which
means: “Whoever gives hibah to their relatives or (the gift concerned) on
the basis of alms, they are prohibited from asking the hibah item to be
returned, and whoever gives the hibah with the hope of receiving reward in
return, then he can ask for the return of hibah item, if he so decides”.309

Generally, the Syafi`i and Hanbali Mazhab, and some of the jurists of the
Maliki Mazhab are of the opinion that annulment of hibah is permissible as
long as there is no qabd (surrender). If qabd happens then hibah contract
becomes customary (binding) and at that point of time it is not permissible
to annul hibah except hibah from parents to their children.310

307 Ibn Qudamah, al-Mughni, vol. 6, p. 335.
308 Ibn ‘Abidin, Haysyiah Rad al-Muhtar, vol. 5, p. 698.
309 Ibn Rusyd, Bidayah al-Mutjahid, vol. 2, p. 428.
310 Abd al-Rahman al-Jaziri, Kitab al-Fiqh`ala al-Mazahib al-Arba`ah, vol. 3, pp. 267–272.
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Imam Ahmad and Islamic jurists of the Zahiri Mazhab do not allow the
annulment of hibah.311 Their arguments were based on a unanimously
accepted general saying which states: “Whoever takes back the hibah item
(given by him) is just like a dog that swallows its own vomit”.312

Generally, Islamic jurists agree with regard to the permissibility of annulment
of hibah provided it is done voluntarily with one another or as resolved by a
judge.313

311 Ibn Rusyd, Bidayah al-Mujtahid, vol. 2, p. 428.
312 Ibn Rusyd, Bidayah al-Mujtahid, vol. 2, pp.428–429.
313 Al-Zaila`i, Tabyin al-Haqa’iq, vol. 5, p. 101. Ibn ‘Abidin, Hasyiah Rad al-Muhtar, vol. 5, p. 704. Al-Sanhuri,

Nazariat al-`Aqd, Dar al-Fikr, Beirut, p. 724.




